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This paper reinvestigates the investment-bubble sensitivity of listed firms in 
China with the two existing channel about the bubble and investment (equity channel 
and catering channel) being analyzed and compared. Unlike previous studies, all firms 
will be divided into financially constrained group and financially unconstrained group. 
Two basic questions will be studied: (1) Whether China A-share stock market bubble 
affect real investment of listed companies; (2) How stock market bubble might 
influence individual firms’ investment decisions, by using bubble q as a proxy of 
bubble which will be decomposed from Tobin’s q. An empirical model will be set to 
test the mediating effect of equity refinancing between bubble and investment for 
financially constrained group, and another one based on operational efficiency to test 
the catering channel is for financially unconstrained group. 
This paper find that financially constrained firms (small size, low proportion of 
state-owned shares and low dividend payout ratio), which have a higher bubble level, 
are more likely to be overvalued than financially unconstrained firms (large-scale, 
high proportion of state-owned shares high dividend payout ratio). According to the 
study, financially unconstrained group show a strong investment-bubble sensitivity 
through catering channel, induced by agency costs, while those that are financially 
constrained don’t, which because that the system of SEO in China A-share Stock 
Market make equity financing is not sensitive to bubbles. Further studies show that 
financially constrained firms with new shares issued show a strong investment 
-bubble sensitivity, entirely through equity channel. 
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图 2-1 股票市场和公司投资理论文献综述框架 
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